With QIAstat-Dx, your laboratory can:

•
•
•

Deliver rapid and accurate result reports that providers can access from any place in the hospital
Have continuous access to vital and clinically relevant information
Help provide clinicians with the information they need to confidently diagnose and guide therapy selection,
improving patient care with rapid and accurate treatment

Explore how bidirectional connectivity can help
your lab provide syndromic insights at QIAstat-Dx.com

QIAstat-Dx
with bidirectional
LIMS connectivity
Expand your diagnostic capabilities
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Sample to Insight

Access results from anywhere in the hospital

QIAstat-Dx can:

Modern labs face many challenges, such as:

•

Limited access and visibility to testing performed in systems that are in different places of the hospital

•

Outdated laboratory data processing systems that can provide incorrect or delayed results

•

Laborious workflows, cumbersome reporting processes and long-lasting IT implementation tasks

•

Higher testing volumes, which underscore the need to consolidate reports into single, intuitive and easy-to-use interfaces

Connect bidirectionally with the hospital LIMS system using fluid, secure and automated communications
between the lab and physicians, regardless of where the test took place: the Lab, ICU or ED – helping
to provide accurate and rapid results

QIAstat-Dx’s bidirectional laboratory information management system (LIMS) connectivity addresses these challenges and more.

Automatically report results to the LIMS without manual entry – helping to improve efficiency, avoid
transcription errors, reduce turnaround time and laboratory workload

Report Ct values for every pathogen detected to the LIMS – helping healthcare professionals make more
clinically relevant decisions and see results, regardless of where testing took place

Display sample information on the QIAstat-Dx screen based on existing orders from the LIMS. Validation
and authorization of patient ID and test order can also be required before the test is run - helping to
control billing and testing in a sustainable way

By connecting QIAstat-Dx with its unique bidirectional LIMS, labs and hospitals can have visibility and control of testing
regardless of where the test took place - in the Lab, ICU, or the Emergency Department - delivering rapid and accurate result
reports that providers can access from any place in the hospital.

Consolidate the management and export of massive data into a simple interface for healthcare providers
– helping to deliver syndromic insights easier than ever before

Unlike typical instruments with unidirectional connectivity (i.e. the instrument only sends test results to the LIMS), the QIAstat-Dx
can connect to the LIMS to query analysis (Step 1), receive test orders (Step 2), and send test results (Step 3).
Moreover, with QIAstat-Dx, your lab can help support more accurate and rapid clinical decisions with higher testing efficiency
and shorter turnaround times. Its simple interface consolidates data to one place so you can focus on what’s important. End users

Provide seamless LIMS integration across LIMS providers with gold standard HL7 protocol – helping to
enable fast and cost-effective integration with major LIMS vendors

can check the test results from any place in the hospital, no matter where the test took place.
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